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Balancing the EU Regulation on “CO2 emission standards for new passenger cars”: a case
study on “impact assessment”, sustainable development and environmental governance.
Fabiano de Andrade Correa*
For me, global governance describes the system we set up to assist human society
to achieve its common objectives in a sustainable manner, that is, with equity and
justice. Growing interdependence requires that our laws, our social norms and
values, our mechanisms for framing human behavior be examined, debated,
understood and linked together as coherently as possible. This, in my view, is the
prerequisite for genuinely sustainable development in economic, social and
environmental terms. (“Global governance in the steps of William Rappard,”
Pascal Lamy, Secretary General of the WTO, speech delivered on March 15th,
2010.)
I. Introduction
Environmental governance is one of the main challenges faced nowadays by the international
community, considering both the shared impact and dependence of humanity on the environment
and the imminence of common threats such as climate change and exhaustion of natural
resources. Moreover, this challenge is embedded in a broader challenge of global governance
within the international scenario, including several interdependent issues from environmental
protection, such as the need for development and human rights enforcement, peace and security,
which have a transboundary nature and require collective action.1 Nevertheless, the international
community still lacks effective instruments to respond to these global governance challenges.
Multilateral organizations, while still playing an important role in the international agenda and
standard setting, have been failing to produce binding agreements on many of these crucial
issues2 and lack the enforcement capabilities needed to bridge the gap between the commitments
achieved and their practical effect.3 At the same time, national states, still formally the main
actors in international relations and mostly responsible for implementation of international
agreements, have lost much of their actual sovereignty and ability to act independently when
facing these transnational challenges. This framework stresses the need to provide new forms of
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governance which bridge these gaps between a growing range of common and intertwined
challenges, the changes in the international scenario that demand new forms of decision making
and regulation, and the weak implementation of multilateral commitments.
In this context, the concept of sustainable development has emerged both as a goal and as a
guiding principle of the international community, encompassing a series of substantive and
procedural principles that aim at leading the global governance process towards a balance
between economic development, environmental protection and social justice – and, on broader
terms, towards global justice.4 This concept also implies the use of new governance mechanisms,
favoring a shift from traditional command-and-control instruments, to deliberative and
participatory means of governance which focus on procedural instruments aiming at generating
social deliberation and dissemination of information in order to achieve a balanced
policy/regulation outcome, such as the instrument of “impact assessment” (IA). This type of
instrument, today considerably spread, is a promising tool for providing more sustainable
outcomes, but nevertheless still faces many challenges such as procedural pitfalls, the unbinding
nature of its recommendations and its limited scope of application.
This paper aims at presenting a legal/policy perspective on how the emergence of sustainable
development as a guiding principle and a goal of the international community implies a broader
view of environmental governance - requiring approaches that combine a balance between
economic development, environmental protection and social justice – by analyzing the
instrument of impact assessment as a procedural expression of that principle. In this regard, the
paper presents a case study on the IA procedure developed by the Commission of the European
Union (EU) for its policy and legislative proposals. The case study chosen refers to an IA carried
out for the proposal of a Regulation setting “CO2 emission standards for new passenger cars in
the EU”, as part of the bloc’s strategy to tackle climate change – being, thus, an instrument of
environmental governance.
The paper is divided in two main parts: the first part sets the frames the discussion by making
brief remarks about sustainable development as a guiding principle of global governance,
followed by a description of IA procedures as an expression of this principle and as a tool of
environmental governance, and finally highlighting the regulation of this procedure in the
European Union. The second part presents the case study mentioned and discusses its relevance
in balancing the economic, environmental and social dimensions of a policy proposal, and in
providing a channel of public participation in this context. The final conclusions aim to
exemplify that IA can be an important tool of environmental governance, providing a holistic
discussion of initiatives of environmental protection while including the social and economic
dimensions in the discussion. On the other hand, it highlights that, in spite of this contribution to
more societal debate and awareness of environmental protection challenges and possible
solutions, IAs still face many pitfalls that prevent it from exploring the potential it seems to have
as a new governance instrument much needed in order to achieve the goal of sustainable
development.
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II. – Impact assessment as a procedural expression of the principle of sustainable
development
1. Sustainable development as a guiding principle of environmental governance
The expression “global governance” is nowadays widely spread and commonly utilized to
designate a system of rules, policies and values that go beyond the traditional form of
government in order to regulate and pursue the common objectives of humanity, such as
environmental protection, peace, and the global economic system (including trade, investment,
the monetary and financial systems).5 In this scenario, international law functions as a system of
values and norms but also as a regulatory framework for the conduct of States, international
organizations, transnational corporations and citizens, and sustainability is emerging in
international law as a core value of the international community.6
Sustainable development is a concept which encompasses two main normative assumptions: a
horizontal/policy dimension that reoriented the relationship between development and the
environment, prescribing that the development process should be carried out in a way that allows
for economic development while also assuring environmental protection and social justice;
moreover, it aims at placing the individual as the main subject of the development process, while
also bearing a responsibility in it, shared with states; in addition, the “sustainability” component
highlights an inter-generational/temporal dimension, translated in the need to ensure the rights of
future generations to meet their needs of a decent life just as the current one. These ideas are
reflected in the famous definition provided by the United Nations World Commission on
Environment and Development in 1987: “development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs; it contains two
key concepts: the concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which
overriding priority should be given; and the idea of limitations imposed by the state of
technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future
needs”.7
This concept was progressively developed mainly under the auspices of the United Nations (UN)
through several international conferences and declarations, and goes way beyond the idea of
environmental preservation and sustainability with which it is usually associated: in its origins it
was related to conservation of natural resources as opposed to economic development.
Nevertheless, it was afterwards recognized that development, the environment and social justice
(mostly identified as equality and human rights) are equally important objectives, and the
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concept of sustainable development summarizes this idea and prescribes ways of promoting it.8
As such, it also reflects the more efficiency-oriented vision of the ecological agenda, and the
shift from an idea of ecological preservation to an idea that the change resulting from the human
impact on nature is inevitable – thus prescribing a balancing mechanism through which the
tradeoffs between these three spheres can be achieved. Nowadays, sustainable development
provides a balance between these three interdependent interests – economic development, social
justice and environmental protection - rather than absolute ecological preservation. 9
In addition, in order to achieve such balance and assure the sustainability of the development
process, sustainable development prescribes a series of substantive and procedural measures that
aim at guiding policy and law making by the international community.10 As such, it is unfolded
in several dimensions, e.g., sustainable use of natural resources; sound macro-economic
development; environmental protection; a temporal dimension: longevity (sustainability) and
promptness (urgent needs such as climate change); public participation and human rights; good
governance; and integration and interrelatedness of environmental protection and development,
which are cited as means of guiding this reorientation of the development process, and achieving
the goals prescribed thereto.11
The concept of sustainable development was incorporated into international law, being present in
the agenda of regional and multilateral organizations, in international treaties and national
legislations worldwide, and cited by international dispute resolution bodies.12 In spite of still not
being unanimously recognized as a binding principle of international law, since most of its
definitions are based on “soft law” instruments, as stated by Nico Schrijver, in the field of
sustainable development, international law often functions, at a high political level, as an
instrument to record agreed basic principles and prudent courses of action in a legal document,
more than to codify what is occurring in accordance with a generally accepted ‘opinio juris’ in
the practice of States and international organizations. In spite of this legal ambiguity, it is
undisputed that sustainable development has become a guiding principle and a common “crosscutting” objective of the international community.
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In this regard, the use of instruments such as “impact assessment” of the effects of projects,
plans, programs, policies and legislation is recognized as a procedural expression of sustainable
development, giving practical meaning to the principles of precaution, public participation, good
governance and integration of environmental and social issues on decision making processes.
Moreover, it is concerned with “procedural fairness” as an expression of justice.
2. Impact Assessment as a procedural tool of sustainable development
“Impact assessment” is a procedure which produces a statement to guide decision-making,
providing decision-makers with information about likely consequences of proposed activities and
requiring decisions to be influenced by such findings, while also providing a mechanism of
participation of potentially affected stakeholders in the decision-making process.13 This type of
procedure emerged firstly in regard to environmental concerns related to pollution control, and
was intended to offer a different form on environmental protection, as a procedural requirement
of analysis before authorization for a public or individual project was granted, instead of a
substantive measure that relies on regulation and compliance. The main idea behind this
instrument is to direct change or reorient decision making towards more environmentally
favorable outcomes, contributing essentially to political planning procedures used as a
precautionary tool, encouraging the consideration of the likely outcomes in advance, being thus
an example of the principle of integration of environmental protection.14
The “environmental impact assessment (EIA)” is regarded as ‘first generation procedure’,
concerned with mitigating the impacts of major development projects rather than maintaining the
integrity of the environment. A second generation of assessment came in the form of “strategic
impact assessment (SEA)”, which extended the scope of the analysis to plans and programs of
public authorities, and aimed at addressing both the sources and effects of environmental
damage. Nowadays a “third generation” procedure is being developed in international
environmental law in the form of “sustainability impact assessment (SIA)”, extending the scope
to a full analysis of social, economic and environmental impacts of proposed measures.15
This shift in international environmental law, influenced by the concept of sustainable
development, was reflected in the scope and functions ascribed to IAs in two main ways: firstly,
facilitating the balancing of competing interests - economic, social and environmental - rather
than favoring absolute environmental protection, so that environmental concerns are taken into
account in decision making, but do not necessarily predominate - the idea of environmental
management, instead of preservation, is in line with the more efficiency-oriented vision of the
ecological agenda nowadays.16 In addition, the “procedural” aspect indicates the development of
new forms of governance that rely less on command-and-control regulation and more on
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education, persuasion and social learning a means of achieving (sometimes unprescribed)
results.17
3. The development of “impact assessment” procedures
This form of assessment was developed in different ways by different actors in the international
scenario, being nowadays present in several multilateral organizations, as regards their own
activities or in the form of non binding guidelines for national policy, or by national states in
varying degrees and scopes.18 In addition, it can be said that the European Union had an relevant
role in its implementation and further development, in two important steps: firstly, the EU
enacted two Directives which created forms of IAs directed to its Member States: the
“Environmental Impact Assessment” Directive enacted in 198619 was the first binding
international instrument to provide details on the nature and scope of EIAs, its use, and
participation rights in the process, being considered as a first generation process concerned with
mitigating the impacts of major development projects. Following, in 2001 the Directive
establishing a “Strategic Environmental Assessment” procedure was enacted, representing a
second generation process which extended the scope of assessment also to public plans and
programs.20
A second step was taken when the Commission of the EU established an IA procedure to its own
activities, as it was recognized that it was untenable to require Member States’ compliance with
the EIA and SEA procedures when the Commission itself did not apply it to its own action.21 In
this regard, in 2002 a new procedure was introduced, with two innovative aspects: it was to be
applied to all policy and legislative proposals of the Commission, thus having in theory a
considerably far reaching scope and impact; moreover, it was based on a “sustainable
development” rationale, meaning that included the economic and social spheres in addition to the
environmental one, and created a mechanism of public participation in the procedure.22
The legal development of the Commission’s IA procedure followed a different path than the EIA
and SIA Directives - which had as legal basis art. 175 of the EC Treaty (the environmental
policy) - as it was based on the idea of sustainable development as a guiding principle and
17
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objective of the whole Union,23 and was further developed on the basis of policy guidelines
rather than legal instruments. Two main policy documents were behind this idea: the Goteborg
European Council introduced the “First Sustainable Development Strategy” of the EU in 2001,
determining the consideration of the effects of policy proposals in their economic, social and
environmental dimensions;24 and the 2002 “Better Regulation Action Plan”25, setting out
initiatives to promote effective and efficient regulation as part of the efforts of the European
Institutions and Member States to fulfill the objectives of the Lisbon Strategy set in 2000.26
Based on these two policy plans and their requirements, and following up on a model that was
being developed by the Commission’s Directorate General for Trade regarding external trade
policies since 1999,27 in 2002 the Commission issued a communication establishing a “new
impact assessment method (that) integrates all sectoral assessments concerning direct and
indirect impacts of a proposed measure into one global instrument, hence moving away from the
existing situation of a number of partial and sectoral assessments”, and being “developed after
examining established procedures in Member States and other OECD countries...to combine the
best features of Impact Assessment systems in use elsewhere”. The communication stressed that
the IA was a response to the call for regulatory and sustainable development tools, but that was
“an aid to decision-making, not a substitute for political judgment” which would “not necessarily
generate clear-cut conclusions or recommendations, but provide an important input by informing
decision-makers of the consequences of policy choices”, being “an integral part of the process of
designing policy proposals and making decision-makers and the public aware of the likely
impacts.”28
In this regard, some important observations should be made: firstly, in relation to the coverage of
the procedure, “the aim (…) is that the Commission bases its decision on sound analysis of the
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potential impact on society and on a balanced appraisal of the various policy instruments” and
thus “that all Commission legislative and all other policy proposals proposed for inclusion in the
Annual Policy Strategy or the Commission and Work Programme (…) will be subject to the
impact assessment procedure, provided that they have a potential economic, social and/or
environmental impact and/or require some regulatory measure for their implementation. A
second principle is that of the proposals submitted (…), impact assessment will only be required
for: regulatory proposals, such as directives and regulations, and in an appropriate form, other
proposals such as white papers, expenditure programmes and negotiating guidelines for
international agreements that have an economic, social or environmental impact. (…) However,
certain types of proposal will normally be exempt from the impact assessment procedure”
(emphasis added). For this purpose, the Communication determined a two-step filtering
procedure, based on a short preliminary assessment of all work program proposals, and second
an extended assessment of the selected proposals.29 Analyzing these points, it can be concluded
that, in spite of the aim of submitting all proposals to an IA procedure, the criteria determined
that a proposal would be assessed in case it had a significant impact and listed possible
exemptions, showing a flexibility of application which could lead to political influences in the
decision whether to submit or not a proposal to the assessment.
Secondly, regarding the impact of the findings of the procedure, the Communication stresses that
the IA is “an aid to the final policy choice, (…) not a substitute for political judgment”. In this
regard, the procedure should, firstly, make a recommendation regarding “a preferred basic
approach and the optimal policy instrument” to adopt the proposed measure, and “focus on
improving the effectiveness of the proposal”. Finally, “the impact assessment reports will be
adopted by the Commission as a supporting working document of the services and transmitted
together and in parallel with the proposal to the other institutions.”30 It can be inferred, then,
that the findings of the assessment, while stressing the impacts of the proposed measure and
searching for the best way to implement it within the available options, are not binding on the
concerned decision-making authority, but rather should be taken into account in the final
decisions.31
The technical procedural aspects were determined through guidelines issued by the Commission,
creating an Impact Assessment Board that each year, with the Secretariat-General and
Commission departments, screen all forthcoming initiatives and decides for which an Impact
Assessment is needed, and determining the key analytical and procedural steps to be taken
during the process.32 In addition, the Commission issued a Communication specifically on public
29
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participation dimension, determining a clear content of the consultation process to be carried out,
including a summary of the context, scope and objectives of consultation, and steps for the
definition of the target groups to be consulted.33 Since the start of the activities of the IA
procedure, a large number of assessments has been carried out and can be consulted on the
website created by the Commission.34
There is a widespread belief that IA, its integrated analysis and the public participation provided
are, in theory, crucial to democratically legitimate and more sustainable decision-making. There
are, however, several concerns and pitfalls identified by literature in this move from
representative to participatory forms of governance. Firstly, their “power to seduce”, namely the
possibility for the developer to present the project with “environmental gloss”, or a mere
impression of balancing environmental aspects without being accountable for the outcome of the
project/plan, as IAs can also be used as a tool to legitimize a project or program, through
increased public consultation and participation.35 Moreover, two main challenges are faced in
making the process relevant: firstly, the question of determining which proposals should be
assessed, and scoping the assessment itself; secondly, the fact that the final findings are not
binding but have only to be taken into consideration in the final decision, which might
undermine their practical effect.
In addition, some issues are raised regarding the public participation aspects of the IA. Firstly, it
is highlighted that participation might actually turn to generate exclusion, given the difficulty to
create institutions and situations in which meaningful public participation can take place: for
instance, how to choose and limit the public to be involved? Inviting only certain major sensible
environmental groups with more resources would be representative of the “public interest”? On
the other hand, there are also concerns about the predominance of interest groups like industry,
for which environmental groups can be a good counterbalance. Secondly, regarding the choice of
the place of the discussion, which should be accessible, and the possibility of using internet
based mechanisms providing online participation, thus having a broader reach. Thirdly, assuring
that the framing of the debate is done in a clear and accessible language to the wide public, since
a very technical framing could undermine participation in the discussion. Fourthly, a tension in
the sense that public participation can turn decision making and regulatory activity more time
consuming and complex, and might lead to incompatible solutions, which in turn simply
strengthen the status quo by delaying the proposed measure. Finally, a tendency to rely on
quantitative analysis about the baseline existing condition, and to model possible scenarios,
which could mask the subjective opinions and values of those working on the assessment
procedures, while a more a more qualitative approach could reflect more the values and cultures
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of those affected.36 These issues will be discussed through the case study presented in the
following section.

III. Case study: the impact assessment of the Regulation 443/2009.
1. Background of the regulatory measure
As stated above, the EU has incorporated sustainable development as an overall objective and as
a guiding principle in its treaties: the TEU affirms that the EU should form a single market,
which in turn should work for the sustainable development of Europe37. In this regard, within the
EU we can observe the emergence of both substantive and procedural instruments to achieve this
objective. In terms of normative policies, the EU established a sustainable development strategy
that is cross-sectorial to all policies; in addition, the EU determined the usage of IA procedures
for most policy and regulatory plans.
Within this framework of sustainable development promotion, the EU has launched a series of
initiatives aiming at tackling climate change in the context of the negotiations of the Kyoto
Protocol.38 The Commission proposed an EU objective of a 30% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions by developed countries by 2020 (compared to 1990 levels) and that the EU should
make an independent commitment to achieve at least a 20% reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions by 2020 (compared to 1990 levels). One of the implications of those commitments
was to reduce emissions from passenger cars within the EU, which have significant impacts on
climate change, as their use accounts for about 12% of overall EU emissions of carbon dioxide
(CO2), the main greenhouse gas.39
In this regard, the Commission firstly adopted a Community Strategy to reduce CO2 emissions
from cars in 1995, based on three pillars: voluntary commitments from the car industry to cut
emissions, improvements in consumer information and the promotion of fuel-efficient cars via
fiscal measures. Afterwards, in 2007, two parallel Communications were adopted: a
Communication on the results of the review of the Community Strategy to reduce CO2 emissions
from passenger cars and light-commercial vehicles and a Communication on a Competitive
Automotive Regulatory Framework for the 21st Century, proposing the adoption of mandatory
reductions of CO2 emissions to reach the objective of 130 g CO2/km for the average new car
fleet. These measures were deemed as necessary as the voluntary and asymmetric commitments
had shown ineffective, and thus a proposal of regulation was issued by the Commission aiming
to ensure the proper functioning of the internal market for passenger cars by laying down
harmonized rules to limit the average CO2 emissions from the new car fleet in the Community to
130g CO2/km by 2012. Under this approach, legislative proposals would focus on mandatory
36
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reductions of CO2 emissions to reach an average objective of 130g CO2/km cars by means of
improvements in vehicle motor technology; a further reduction equivalent to 10g CO2/km would
be achieved by other technological improvements and increased use of bio-fuels. 40
The proposal was especially relevant for the achievement of the EU’s overall objective of the
Renewed Sustainable Development Strategy (RSDS), ensuring “that our transport systems meet
society’s economic, social and environmental needs whilst minimizing their undesirable impacts
on the economy, society and the environment".41 Nevertheless, it had a considerable impact on
several aspects, since cars as a means of transportation are an important part of the everyday life
of the population and the car industry is a very relevant employment provider, but on the other
hand car usage has a significant impact on climate change insofar as it accounts for a significant
amount of the EU’s carbon dioxide emissions (CO2). Moreover, bearing in mind the ever
growing transport sector – in terms of emissions –, the regulation on emission limits of new
passenger cars refers to the interplay of diverging policy preferences and regulatory interests
within the European Member States governance network, the influence of the European
Commission on the initial policy setting, the relevance of regulating CO2 emissions for an
integrated approach of European climate change policy as well as for a sustainable European
public infrastructure. In this regard, the proposal was accompanied by an extensive Impact
Assessment, as will be discussed below.
2. The Impact Assessment procedure
The proposed regulatory plan was analyzed by an IA procedure that included an assessment of
the policy options and its impacts on the economic, environmental and social spheres and a
public consultation process, which gathered input from stakeholders possibly affected by the
measures. The assessment was based on the specific objective of reducing the climate change
impacts by reaching an average emission value of 130g CO2/km for newly sold cars in 2020. It
is important to note that this objective was already set before through another analysis, and thus
the case here was to assess the feasibility of such objective. Bearing this in mind, the operational
objectives included designing a legislative framework to implement the target, “ensuring
competitively neutral and socially equitable and sustainable reduction targets which are
equitable to the diversity of the European automobile manufacturers, while ensuring that the
legislative framework will be compatible with the overall objective of reaching the EU's Kyoto
targets”. The car manufacturers were chosen as regulated entity responsible for the
implementation of this target, by means of adapting the vehicles produced to the new emission
limit; based on such choice a method was analyzed in order to share the reduction burden
between the stakeholders concerned, and three main options have been identified:
• Uniform target: the same obligation could be given to all car manufacturers i.e. they
would all have to individually meet the 130 g CO2/km target by 2012. In view of the
wide variety of vehicles and emission levels on the market, the achievement of a uniform
target would only be possible with the introduction of market mechanisms (cap and trade)
at the manufacturer level, provided that all manufacturers would respect the target or that
it is possible to trade a sufficient number of “credits” between manufacturers.
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• Utility based target: the CO2 obligation would be defined as a function reflecting the
utility of the cars as perceived by customers, since different cars have different utilities
and emit different levels of CO2 (i.e. that a family station wagon emits more than a mini
urban car). The main question raised was which utility parameter would be the most
suitable, and two were retained for further consideration: mass and footprint. This
system, which reflects better the "diversity" of cars/car makers, would provide more
realistic targets for individual manufacturers, but could be the source of perverse
incentives (e.g. if carmakers chose to increase utility instead of decreasing CO2 – see
discussion below on utility parameters), and preventive measures were considered in
order to ensure that 130 g CO2/km target is respected.
• Percentage reduction based targets: the CO2 obligation would be defined as a function
of a percentage reduction compared to earlier performance. The "% reduction" method is
based at the manufacturer level on a % reduction applied to a baseline (e.g. the 2006
emission level) and could include fines/feebates or trading. This method respects
diversity and seems a priori fair to all manufacturers as all have to deliver the same
relative reduction, although in absolute terms bigger emitters will have to deliver more
CO2 reductions than small ones (percentage), but requires agreement to be reached on a
baseline and can only be applied at the manufacturer level.
Having established these three regulatory options, the assessment was done according to the
following criteria: The economic impacts were analyzed with regard to overall cost-effectiveness,
distributional effects among manufacturers and innovation and trade; the social impacts were
analyzed with regard to employment, affordability of cars and the effect on different segments of
the vehicle market. The environmental impacts, finally, were analyzed with regard to
effectiveness of the different options in achieving the target. The assessment highlighted that the
respect of these principles, which can broadly be grouped into social equity, neutrality for
competition and cost-efficiency (including achievement of the environmental outcome) could
lead to trade offs for example between the competitive position of certain manufacturers on the
one hand, and the objective of maintaining the affordability of cars on the other; similarly,
depending on its stringency, the compliance mechanism could influence significantly the
environmental outcome of the scheme as well as the competitive position of European
manufacturers compared to both domestic and international competitors. The analysis of the
impacts was thus carried out taking into account the separate principles first, and then bringing
together the assessment in order to provide an overview of the impacts and possible trade offs of
the three options considered against the said principles. The final assessment showed that there is
effectively a trade-off between the different policy options and that no single option was optimal
from the perspective of all the objectives, and hence a balance involving comparative value
judgments had to be struck between the different considerations. Thus, after balancing the
probable outcomes of the three options on the economic, environmental and social spheres, the
assessment finally pointed out “Option 2” as the better outcome, since it would lead to a more
balanced trade off and also facilitate the accomplishment of the operational objectives of the
measure.42
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Regarding the economic sphere, the study concluded that while the least cost option for manufacturers overall
would be based on Option 2, cost increases per car would not vary greatly when fleet averaging is allowed for other

The other procedural stage was integrating the public consultation into the assessment, and two
main channels were provided.43 A public hearing was held by the Commission in Brussels on
July 11th of 2007, in which the chair, Secretary General of the European Commission Catherine
Day, organized the debate around the following questions: How to set the target – as a uniform
target, as a target modulated by a variable such as the type of car, or as a reduction from a
baseline? On what should the target be applied – on different models, different manufacturers, on
importers and dealers? What flexibility mechanism would work? What mechanisms are needed
to guarantee compliance? The debate had also the contributions of representatives from DG
Environment, DG Enterprise and Industry, and of the following groups of stakeholders: the
automotive industry and suppliers, whose summarized perspective was the 130 g target should be
inclinations or options, and thus other options than the cost-optimized one could be taken in view of other
objectives. As regards Option 1, a uniform target for all means that manufacturers of smaller cars would find it
easier to comply than manufacturers of big cars, raising concerns with regard to the diversity of European carmakers
not being competitively neutral, as it penalizes manufacturers of larger cars without a sufficient incentive for
manufacturers of smaller cars to continue reducing their CO2 emissions below 130 g/km in the absence of a trading
system. Option 2 would deliver the most even sales-weighted distribution of relative retail price increase per
manufacturer (for slopes of 74% to 80% for mass, and 64% to 68% for footprint) and the most even unweighted
distribution of relative retail price increase per manufacturer (for slopes of 39% to 47% for mass, and 18% to 27%
for footprint. Option 3 would lead to a lower average cost than Option 1 and 2, and to a seemingly even distribution
of the relative retail price increase for all manufacturers, but would lock manufacturers of small vehicles in their
present market position, while manufacturers of large vehicles could meet their target by widening their market
offering; it would also lead to higher costs for early movers. Trading evens out the distribution of relative price
increases, and leads to a reduced sensitivity of manufacturers to the slope for Option 2. Regarding social impacts, in
terms of employment, the study concluded that, assuming price elasticities for new car sales between 0 and -1 (i.e.
fairly inelastic), a 6% price increase will lead to less than 6% reduction in sales - i.e. the total value of sales would
rise slightly and, therefore, lower vehicle sales within the EU will not necessarily lead to loss of jobs in the
automobile industry, and could lead to a rise in direct employment depending on what share of extra costs go into
extra labor. Besides, suppliers play an increasing role in the value chain over time, and higher prices should produce
a strong positive multiplier effect higher up the supply chain, and some of this should translate into extra
employment. In terms of social equity, the vehicle retail price increase will be more than compensated by lifetime
fuel savings. Regarding affordability, for Option 1, the relative retail price increase for small vehicles is about the
same as that for large vehicles, but still larger than that for medium-sized vehicles. For diesel vehicles this condition
is met for Option 1 and 2. At the manufacturer level, for Option 2, for inclinations below 80%, up to 80% or more
of the vehicles sold in Europe would be exposed to an average relative retail price increase per manufacturer below
or around the average value. For mass, impacts on certain small car manufacturers can be seen above a 70%
inclination. At the vehicle level, for slopes below 60% and without fleet averaging/with cross subsidization, small
petrol cars face lower relative retail price increases than medium and large petrol cars. For Option 3, the relative
retail price increase is higher for manufacturers of small/light/low CO2 emitting cars, which raises affordability and
fairness concerns. Finally, regarding environmental impacts: For Option 1, because by definition the target is the
same for all manufacturers (130 grams), the environmental outcome is linked to liquidity of the market and to the
efficiency of the compliance mechanism. It is unclear whether the market would function effectively i.e. whether
there would be enough credits to trade. Going beyond market strategies, the level of the premiums will be crucial to
the effectiveness of the scheme. In case of Option 2 “Utility parameter” assumptions on AMI are crucial in the
definition of the linear function in order to ensure that the 130 g CO2/km target will be delivered and not under or
over achieved. In addition, to avoid an incentive to increase mass for manufacturers (to have a lower CO2
obligation) the slope of a mass-based limit function should be below 80%. In the case of Option 3 “% reduction”,
under the hypothesis that the market position of the various manufacturers remain the same both in terms of
segmentation and of market share, then the delivery of the environmental outcome will mainly be linked to the level
of the premiums. However, in case the market is subject to profound changes, carmakers could meet their CO2
obligation but the overall target of 130 g CO2/km would not be delivered.
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maintained, but that the timeframe of 2012 was unrealistic and an appropriate lead-time (2015 at
the earliest) was necessary; support for the “integrated approach”; and also supported the “mass”
appears to be the most suitable parameter. NGOs and consumer/individuals were also
represented, but diverged from the other stakeholders by also favoring a 120g target or even a
stricter one, and asking for a strict compliance regime. Moreover, a public consultation based on
a web-tool was carried out between 5 May and 15 July, 2007. A total of 2.390 contributions was
received, among which 2.340 from individuals, 23 from industry organizations, 4 governmental
organizations, and 23 NGOs. The general trends expressed that once again individuals and
NGOs mostly argued for the stricter application of targets, timeframes and flexibility in order to
ensure the environmental outcome of the regulatory framework, and industry organizations
generally provided support for a less stringent target and more flexibility.44
It can be perceived that the IA procedure had a comprehensive scope and provided a balanced
analysis of impacts on the economic, environmental and social spheres, while also counting on a
relevant number of contributions from different interest groups. Nevertheless, the different ways
in which the IA seems to have influenced the final regulatory framework adopted shows the
ambiguity of this tool and the limited influence of its findings towards a more favorable
environmental outcome, as discussed below.
3. The Regulation Adopted
In April 2009, the Council finally adopted the legislative text of the Regulation 443/2009
“setting emission performance standards for new passenger cars as part of the Community’s
integrated approach to reduce CO2 emissions from light-duty vehicles”.45 Analyzing the text of
the earlier proposal and that of the final regulation adopted, and balancing them with the
recommendations pointed out in the SIA procedure, it can be said that these recommendations
and the variety of concerns expressed during the public consultations with regard to the design of
the legislation, possible unwanted effects, implications for competition on automotive markets,
and environmental outcome were taken into account, while also downscaling the initially
proposed emission standard goal. This is a result of a series of observations:
Firstly, the conclusion of the SIA regarding the best parameter to base the strategy of the
Regulation was followed, as the “utility parameter” or “option2” of the IA was adopted in the
Regulation, showing a preference from legislators for the option that was considered as the most
balanced outcome.46 In addition, the overall objective was maintained: to limit emissions from
the average new car fleet to 130g CO2/km as part of an integrated approach to be complemented
by an additional 10g CO2/km in order to meet the Community objective of 120 g CO2/km;
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furthermore, the Regulation established an additional target for 2020 onwards of 95 g CO2/km as
average emissions for the new car fleet (art. 1).
The main downscale on the Regulation, however, came in relation to the specific emission
targets: while the initial proposal determined that starting already in the calendar year
commencing January 1st 2012 each manufacturer of passenger cars should ensure that its average
specific emissions of CO2 do not exceed its specific emissions target, the Regulation adopted
established a progressive scale of CO2 decrease: 65 % in 2012, 75 % in 2013, 80 % in 2014 and
100 % from 2015 onwards (art. 4). The justification for such measure was that the “Parliament
[of the EU] and Council adopted this phase-in so as to respect the length of industrial planning
and production cycles and give the car industry the necessary time to adjust”, while also giving
them a signal by establishing the 2020 target mentioned above47. It is interesting to note, in this
regard, that while the IA studies pointed out the viability of the achievement of the 130g of
CO2/km in 2012, the main opponents to this goal were the representatives of the car industry, to
the great disagreement of the civil society representatives, as shown in the public participation
report. In the same sense, while the imposition of a fine for lack of compliance with the annual
emissions limit was maintained in the final Regulation, there was a change showing more
flexibility in relation to the original excess premium of the proposal, which was also a claim of
the car industry. The new formula made a differentiation according to a range of excess
emissions, being low emission’s excess subject to lower fines, thus also showing a softer
approach towards the car industry.48 An additional measure was introduced regarding alternative
fuel options.49
These aspects highlight the ambiguity of the impact assessment procedure and also of public
participation in the decision making process: if, on the one hand, it aims at assuring more
transparency and more informed decision making process with more democratic legitimacy, on
the other hand, being a procedure, it is not meant to achieve a determined set of goals, but rather
to assure procedural fairness and, based on the most probable outcomes of measures and the
social preferences expressed as a whole through the public consultations, achieve a balance on
the outcome. It is, in this regard, an important means of debating the relevant measures to be
taken and searching for a balanced outcome while also integrating social concerns on
environmental decision-making. However, this does not necessarily lead to a sounder
environmental outcome, as society’s interests are also not always privileging this objective.
Finally, these issues stress another role that is ascribed to IA but which nevertheless is less taken
into account: the role as a disseminator of information to all members of society about the
impacts of a proposed measure such as the legislative instrument analyzed here. The final
outcomes of this process of regulation-making show the complexity of issues involved on such a
measure and the need to raise social awareness about the importance of commitment and
involvement in order to assure more environmentally sound results. Despite the arguably
negative change in the outcome, the IA makes it visible that this is also a result of social
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preferences among stakeholders, and that more awareness is needed in order to change these
patterns.

III – Conclusions
As stated above, the system of global governance relies on norms, principles and values in order
to provide tools for decision-making and regulation of humanity’s common goals. Within this
framework, sustainable development became both an objective – representing a balance between
economic development, environmental protection and social justice - and a guiding principle –
establishing a set of substantive and procedural tools - for international environmental law and
governance. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Craik, international law principles such as
sustainable development are not self-activating, and thus in order to bridge the gap between
commitment and compliance, mechanisms that bring international environmental norms into
deliberation must be a part of the institutional setting of environmental governance.50
In this regard, one of the instruments prescribed by “sustainable development law” is the use of
“impact assessment” in order to integrate economic, environmental and social considerations into
decision and norm making procedures and to provide access to information and participation
channels for all affected stakeholders. Within this context, the European Union, considered as the
most advanced regional bloc nowadays and committed to be a global actor on environmental
issues, has established sustainable development as a guiding principle on its treaties and created
policy instruments such as “impact assessment procedures” which are binding both on its
Member States and on its own internal structure (the EU Commission). These instruments
represent, theoretically, and important step towards a binding and more harmonized system of
impact evaluation that is bound by the objective of promoting a more sustainable development
process.
Regarding the integrated “impact assessment” of the Commission (SIA) and the case study
presented, some considerations can be pointed out. The SIA seems to be a positive tool, given
the rationale behind it, and is firmly established in the Commission practice, having evolved in
its usage. Considering the analysis of the study, some more specific points can be highlighted.
Firstly, the use of the SIA renders the decision-making process more transparent and better
reasoned, since the proposal of regulation is open to a technical study whose results are disclosed
to the public, and to public interference before being voted. Notwithstanding the above
mentioned procedural pitfalls, it is important to highlight that a sound analysis, provided by an
independent source, was carried out in order to discuss the better regulatory path to be taken in a
very sensitive policy area, namely climate change mitigation strategies. Moreover, despite the
non binding nature of the SIA final findings, there seems to have an impact in the final policy
outcome, as the preference for the option indicated in the SIA - the “utility parameter” for the
regulation –– reflected a consideration for the economic, environmental and social aspects,
showing that not only the best environmental yield was taken into account, but also other effects
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of the proposed measure on society as a whole. In this regard, should the SIA not have been
done, the final outcome would be achieved in a much less open and balanced manner.
Secondly, the very fact that the SIA is carried out represents an attempt to provide procedural
fairness for the process, and thus more legitimacy for the final outcome. The access to
information regarding the regulatory procedural steps and goals, and the opportunity for public
participation and intervention on it, are ways of including all affected stakeholders in the
considerations of such activities and giving them a possibility to influence the outcome. The
public’s capacity to shape and influence the process of European norm-making is, therefore,
channeled by the instrument of public participation and is meant to improve the outcome of
legitimate decision-making processes by mitigating a range of concerns about the democratic
deficit of environmental rule-making within administrative bodies.
Nevertheless, the case study also highlighted the ambiguous aspect of this instrument, especially
regarding, on the one hand, the influence of the public consultation, as the final outcome of the
process seems less environmentally sound as regarding the initial proposal of the Commission
before the SIA, and on the other hand, the complex relationship between procedural fairness and
sustainability. On the first point, the final outcome seems less environmentally sound: while the
European Commission initially proposed an integrated approach to reach the objective of
limiting CO2 emissions of new passenger cars to 120g CO2/km by 2012, through a combination
of EU and Member States action (mandatory reductions of the emissions of CO2 to reach the
objective of 130g CO2/km for the average new car fleet by means of improvements in vehicle
motor technology, and a further reduction of 10g CO2/km by other technological improvements
and by an increased use of bio-fuels), the adopted regulation states another objective, based on
the rationale of only gradually limiting emissions to 120g CO2/km for 65% of the new cars in
2012, to 75% in 2013, 80% in 2014 and to 100% only in 2015; furthermore, the final version of
the regulation also reduces the proposed fines for carmakers breaching the limits. These changes
reflect the different policy preferences of stakeholders expressed through the SIA: the
automotive industry in general and automotive suppliers seem to have been more influential in
shaping the outcome of the regulatory measure, by having been able to reach a gradual
framework for the emission reductions, as widely claimed during the public hearings; other
stakeholder groups such as NGOs and individuals showed support for a stricter target setting and
timeframe. Therefore, even though public participation in IA generates legitimacy in the process
of multi level decision-making, one should not ignore the uncertain outcomes of such type of
procedural tools and the different capabilities of stakeholders to exert influence.
On the second point, an important observation should be made: as highlighted by French, within
the sustainability debate there is an attempt to provide justice in human relations, and justice is
both a goal of sustainable development and an instrument to promote it. Nevertheless, despite the
normative claim that a perfect balance can be achieved by different substantive and procedural
tools, “one should not presume that the functionality between justice and sustainability will
always result in a win-win situation. (…) the reality is that the prioritization of different
objectives and the trade-offs between them are…an inevitable part of human existence. One may
dispute the decision reached, but so long as the procedure has been undertaken fairly, with all
considerations given due weight and all genuine voices heard (and heard equally) it is often

difficult - if not impossible – to argue against the process.”51 The modern understanding of
sustainable development as a process to be promoted through substantive and procedural
measures goes in line with such thinking, in spite of the fact that it might seem contradictory.
The procedural aspects of the SIA in this case were not examined in depth, but one can say that
the public participation was provided, that several groups of stakeholders were heard and that
there was an impact on the final outcome. Thus, even though one can argue against the outcome,
it is harder to argue that procedural fairness was not provided. What one could argue is that more
powerful stakeholders still exert stronger influence, but one can also wonder whether this is an
outcome of the process, or if it is an outcome of the lack of commitment of society as a whole to
environmental causes. This in itself is an important part of the process, and “while procedural
justice alone cannot ensure substantive justice it can greatly assist in the ownership of the
decision reached for the parties involved”.52
Thirdly, is the instrumentality of social deliberation in order to achieve social change – a point
connected to the above-mentioned one. In the case study highlighted, it is certain that, despite the
downscaled environmental outcome, the SIA process generated important societal debate and
raised awareness of stakeholders about several issues concerned not only with the regulatory
activities and the difficulties to achieve change, but also about the complexity of governing
issues such as climate change. The debates included different aspects of this cross-cutting
challenge, from the complexity of trying to limit greenhouse gases emissions and all the
implications of it, to the different perspectives and preferences of stakeholders in society
regarding the balance between economic, environmental and social aspects. And when all these
aspects begin to be clearer, it is possible to address these difficulties more specifically. Even
though the IA procedure still faces several pitfalls, it is, after all, a procedure that provides more
informed options for decision-making, as result of technical studies, and reflects the majority of
the social preferences, as result of public consultations. Thus, even though the procedure itself
can and should be improved, society itself has to be more organized around its crucial challenges
in order to profit from it. And, in this regard, processes that generate social debate and
dissemination of information can play a very important role.
That is to say that only law and regulated procedures are not enough in order to achieve
overreaching goals such as sustainable development, but rather that, as stated by French, “justice
is not achieved by legal rules alone; a legal framework may be a necessary element of justice,
but it is not an altogether adequate substitute for wholesale societal change. (…) [I]t is the
existence of political will in the implementation of any understanding of fairness that will be
pivotal in securing any lasting reform…As concept, justice may lack precision, but is not devoid
of a fundamental core, which States could coalesce around if they so wished.”. Thus, the debate
that SIA can generate and the dissemination of information it provides are, in the author’s
opinion, crucial in order to raise awareness in society and to mainstream these issues into the
decision-making structures and to all stakeholders, in order to achieve more sustainable
outcomes.
Finally, is a personal remark !"#$%#&'()&(*+,(-.,/#)"0(-)#&*(1&%(2)&0#%,.#&'( the instrumental value
of social debate in order to achieve social change. On a recent lecture, Prof. Joseph Weiler made
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an inspiring comment regarding the role of individuals in society.53 He argued that society –
namely in Europe - has organized itself on the basis of granting individual rights and establishing
state responsibilities, -"**#&'( #&%#/#%"1$0( )n focus but leading to a society of self-centered
individuals, who concern more about their rights than on their responsibilities, tending to allocate
responsibilities to the appropriate level of governance and to forget about their role as active
members of society. When thinking about the conclusions to this paper, my thoughts have related
to those words, concluding that, in the end, there must be a stronger change of social
consciousness in order to achieve change towards more sustainable ways of life – which is
crucial for our very survival. This involves not only relying in the responsibility of governments
and institutions to formulate plans and act accordingly, but also the responsibility that we all
have in our different roles as individuals - citizens, but also investors, entrepreneurs and public
officials - both in developing a more responsible conduct towards sustainable development in
whichever our field of activity is, and also in performing a more active role in promoting and
monitoring what is being done in this sense. That goes in line with the modern understanding of
putting the individuals as the main subjects of the development process, which implies rights but
also individual responsibilities rather than only relying on the will of politicians to act. Only then
institutions and procedural tools such as SIA will be more effective.
Thus, more awareness of the importance both of generating an open and inclusive discussion
about important issues such as climate change, which have an overall impact on economic,
environmental and social issues, and also of the participation of all stakeholders affected by these
measures, is crucial to enable society to develop more consciousness of its role and of the impact
it has on the outcomes of policies and legislative plans. In this regard, “thought provoking”
instruments such as IA can play a very important role, not only by providing a forum in which
discussion about important issues take place, but also by disseminating information about issues
at stake to society. The extent to which this instrument will be successful will depend not only in
the way it is carried out, but also on the level of awareness of each individual about its role as an
active member of society.
For the reasons cited about, I believe that, despite, the critical aspects highlighted, the normative
implications of IA as deliberative element in a heterarchic decision-making framework make it a
relevant policy tool that should be supported and further developed.
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